bad temper is sometimes noticeable, sho is neither fitful noi
restless, nor captious, nor censorious, nor is she a "nagging"
woman. She diffuses an atmosphere of repose, and uncon-
sciously she comforts and heals, but under the. .surface emotions
and passions lie dormant. .Her emotional nature matures slowly
As she grows older the charm of her character increases, She m
"sympathetic'*, i.e. she brings insight and experience to bear
on the problems of others. The very worst characters are found
among the more impassioned women. They arc the cruellest
stepmothers. They make the most affectionate wives and
mothers, but their passions and emotions are so strong that those
frequently hold reason in subjection or carry it away with them,
They love too much, but they also hate too much, Jealouay can
make wild beasts of them. Stepchildren, if hated by them,
may even be done to death.
" If evil is not in the ascendant, morality itself m associated
with deep feeling, and may take, a profoundly reasoned and
independent course which will not always fit itself to conven-
tional standards, It will not be an imitation or a submission;
not a bid for a reward hero or hereafter. It is only in intimate
relations that the excellences and drawbacks of the impassioned
woman are seen. Here she unfolds hurseU; here are her joys and
sorrows . . , here her faults and waalcucsscB are seen, perhaps
slowness to forgive, implacability, sullcnncsH, angar, jealousy,
or even . . . uncontrolled passions, . * She is charmed with
the moment . . , and less apt to think of tho comfort and welfare
of the absent .... she is disposed to forgot others and forget
time. If she is affected, her affectation is less an imitation than
a pronounced change of manners and speech with changing
shades of thought and especially of feeling. , , . In social life
she tends to be the same in all circles. . . * In both domestic
and social life she is as a rule not difficult to picas©, $ho spon-
taneously appreciates, congratulates, and praises, She can
soothe the mentally bruised and encourage tho unsuccessful,
In her there is compassion for all weak things, two-footed or four,
... She rises to the high and stoops to the low, she fa tho sfetor
and playmate of all nature. Her judgment is mild and lenient.
When she reads she tries to grasp the inmost thought and deepest
feeling of the book; she reads and re-r<sacls tho book, marks it
freely, and turns down its corners/'
From this description it Is not difficult to recognise
the introverted character. But the description is, in a
certain sense, one-sided, because the chief stress is laid
upon the side of feeling, without emphasizing the one

